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Abstract: Image enhancement is used to improve the digital quality of image. It is used to improve the poor quality of image that is too 

used to improve bad quality of picture into good picture or image. Contrast enhancement is acquiring clear image through brightness 

intensity value redistribution. For the enhancement of image used feature optimization technique. The feature optimization technique 

used particle of swarm optimization for the selection of local and global feature of image. The optimized feature is distributing overall 

image and the quality of image enhanced. The experimental results show the mean with the traditional enhancement methods, the 

proposed threshold-based enhancement digital image enhancement algorithm for mixed digital image enhancement is relatively clear, 

especially in the more damage pixel, more complex cases", can show its good performance. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Image detail upgrade calculations can increment visual 

appearance of pictures. They upgrade fine subtle elements 

while maintain a strategic distance from radiance antiques 

and inclination inversion ancient rarities around edges. The 

detail improvement procedure is a generally utilized picture 

altering device. Existing subtle element improvement 

calculations depend nervous protecting disintegration 

calculations. A source picture is first decayed into a base 

layer which is framed by homogeneous locales with sharp 

edges and a detail layer which is made out of fine points of 

interest or surfaces by means of the edge-safeguarding 

disintegration calculation, then a detail-upgraded picture is 

created by increasing the detail layer [2]. Picture 

improvement is a procedure which changes the pixel's force 

of the information picture in order to improve the yield 

picture looks. Picture improvement method has been 

proposed in numerous use of picture preparing where 

subjective nature of picture is most essential and target 

nature of picture is relied on upon application conditions. 

Picture improvement is the procedure of remapping the first 

picture pixels into a picture, a remarkable same, however 

decorated with more differentiation - in which, the points of 

interest parade more than what they were in the first picture. 

Picture improvement strategies are valuable for their tasteful 

perspectives as well as help in picture division, picture 

investigation, include extraction, and so on. As indicated by 

down to earth utilize, picture improvement strategies must 

satisfy particular requests in numerous applications, for 

example, photography, protest location and 

acknowledgment, optical character acknowledgment (OCR), 

and particularly in restorative picture applications e.g. 

mammographic picture upgrade and denoising which will 

enhance the conclusion method in the early bosom growth 

recognition. What's more, the term picture improvement is 

turned out, in its own particular nature - pay to the likely 

disadvantages created by wrong lighting amid the 

photograph shoot. Numerous applications may have a 

tendency to flop because of mid nature of the picture e.g. 

dull pictures with low SNR, or regardless in which the 

picture histogram has an accentuation on one specific 

territory [2]. 

 

The crucial upgrade required in mammography is an 

expansion conversely. Differentiate between threatening 

tissue and nor-mal thick tissue might be available on a 

mammogram, however beneath the limit of human 

discernment. Their accentuation at this stage is to furnish the 

radiologist with an unrivaled picture. Before, a few picture 

differentiate upgrade techniques have been proposed. 

Numerous picture improvement methodologies were 

proposed in the writing. These upgrade strategies are not 

specifically reasonable for mammogram pictures. As the 

mammogram pictures are surface in nature, it is extremely 

hard to get appropriate improvement for these pictures by 

these routine strategies.  

 

Versatile un-sharp veiling procedure was likewise connected 

for picture differentiates upgrade. It is additionally ailing in 

recognizing low complexity edges like miniaturized scale 

calcification display in the mammogram picture, when it is 

connected to the mammogram picture. The exploration 

works have been done on mammograms for its 

differentiation upgrade and for ID of picture components 

like group of small scale calcification and masses connected 

with bosom growth. These strategies presented upgrade on 

mammogram highlights utilizing versatile neighborhood 

technique which are additionally not invulnerable to 

commotion and delivers more ancient rarities. Rangayyan et 

al. worked in mammographic picture differentiate upgrade in 

which the complexity has been enhanced while trading off 

the expectation of the first picture. They broke down the 

adequacy of their versatile neighborhood differentiate 

upgrade (ANCE) method in expanding the affectability of 

bosom malignancy determination. An option method for 

mammogram differentiate upgrade utilizing wavelet based 

techniques came about as a part of change in saving the 

points of interest in the picture at the cost of clamor 

enhancement [10]. 
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2. Edge-Preserving 
 

Picture edge-safeguarding deterioration calculations can be 

di-vided into two classifications: neighborhood filter based 

and worldwide improvement based. Middle filter, a notable 

denoise filter; can be utilized as an edge-saving decay filter. 

An iterative middle filter was utilized as an edge-pre-serving 

decay instrument in a summed up un-sharp concealing 

calculation. Two-sided filtering (BF) joins a range filter with 

an area filter to safeguard edges. It is a basic and broadly 

utilized nearby weighted normal filter, however it might 

display slope inversion ancient rarities close to a few edges 

when utilized for detail upgrade. A guided picture filter 

(GIF) got from a nearby straight model can dodge the angle 

inversion relics, in this way it out-plays out the BF. The 

computational cost of all the neighborhood filters is low. 

Nonetheless they experience the ill effects of coronas close 

to a few edges. This issue can be overcome by utilizing 

worldwide enhancement based filters. The aggregate variety 

filter utilizes a standard based regularization term to 

evacuate clamors in pictures, which is likewise considered 

as an edge-safeguarding decay calculation. Weighted Least 

Squares (WLS) based multi-scale decay calculation breaks 

down a picture to two layers by understanding a weighted 

minimum square enhancement issue. A quickened iterative 

shrinkage calculation is proposed to deteriorate and improve 

picture. Inadequate models normally can give better result in 

picture handling calculations. The standard of the slope of 

picture was utilized as a part of the smoothing term. It can 

safeguard edges superior to WLS [2]. In fidelity is utilized as 

a part of the plan rather than fidelity which was utilized as a 

part of [9]. 

 

3. Problem Formulation 
 

The basic idea behind this thesis is the estimation of the 

uncorrupted image from the distorted or noisy image, and is 

also referred to as image “enhancement”. There are various 

methods to help restore an image from noisy distortions. 

Selecting the appropriate method plays a major role in 

getting the desired image. The enhancement methods tend to 

be problem specific. For example, a method that is used to 

denoise. Satellite images may not be suitable for 

enhancement medical images. Each method is compared and 

classified in terms of its efficiency. In order to quantify the 

performance of the various enhancement algorithms, a high-

quality image is taken and some known noise is added to it. 

This would then be given as input to the enhancement 

algorithm, which produces an image close to the original 

high quality image. The performance of each algorithm is 

compared by computing Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 

besides the visual interpretation. Also, we find in general 

problem in image denoising process used wavelet transform 

and artificial neural network model. 

 

 The mean template approach: The original gray value of 

one pixel and its surrounding neighbouring pixel gray 

value are divided by the sum of these pixels, the average 

value will be the gray value of the corresponding pixel of 

new image. This method has the advantage: not only easy 

to understand, and computation easy, suitable for small 

image and noise less situation. But when the image is 

larger and more noise, the use of the mean template and 

cannot effectively remove the noise, and the average 

operation, will have some degree of blurred images'". 

 The neighborhood smoothing method: Using the average 

gray value of the pixel     and its neighborhood look upon 

as the gray value of the pixel, this method is simple, but it 

will   make the image blurred boundaries. Therefore, in 

order to better image enhancement. After some research 

enhancement algorithm. Proposed a threshold based on 

digital image enhancement hybrid algorithms. It has 

several features: 

 LGE function not distribute lower pixel content channel. 

 Very difficult to collect lower content of image using 

channel distribution. 

 

4. Proposed Algorithm 
 

In this paper proposed image enhancement technique based 

on Particle swarm optimization. Particle swarm optimization 

is dynamic population based optimization technique. In this 

technique, all pixel value treats as particle and measure the 

similarity of pixel value based on the velocity of difference 

value. If the value of difference value is 0 treat as standard 

data and the value of difference value is not 0 treat as noise 

and degraded part of image. In the continuity of chapter 

discuss the LGE algorithm of image enhancement, particle 

swarm optimization, proposed algorithm and proposed 

model. 

 

In this section discuss image enhancement methodology 

based on LGE function and particle of swarm optimization. 

The LGE function distributes the all data in the form of 

channel in terms of matrix. The image features are extracted 

from the image using LGE function. PSO acts as a clustering 

mechanism that projects N-dimensional features from the 

LGE function into an M-dimensional feature space. The 

resulting vectors are fed into a PSO that categorizes them 

onto one of the relearned damage pixel classes. The 

proposed scheme is work along with particle swarm 

algorithm. The particle swarm algorithm process the 

collection task of local intensity of image data. The collected 

damage pixel value combined with high intensity image 

value and generates vector value for the process. They 

mapped features from each frame of the word onto the PSO 

output to form a trajectory of winner nodes for a given word. 

The PSO learns this trajectory for each damage pixel 

constraints value is comprised of a hierarchical organization 

of PSO and PSO. PSO receives inputs from the LGE 

function bank and maps onto an M-dimensional space where 

M is the dimensionality of the PSO output node distribution. 

The transformed feature vectors are fed into the PSO, which 

classifies them. We call the feature space generated from the 

LGE function output as primary feature space and M-

dimensional feature space from PSO output as secondary 

feature space. The vectors from the secondary feature space 

are called secondary feature vectors.  

 

4.1 Processing of Proposed Algorithm 

 

Step1. Initially input image passes through LGE function 

and decomposed into channel 

Step2.the all channel measure different intensity value. 
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Step3. The collection of lower intensity value used particle 

of swarm algorithm 

step4. Particle swarm algorithm collects the local damage 

pixel value after that combined with high intensity value. 

Step5. After collecting total damage pixel value convert into 

feature vector image data passes through self-filter 

Step6. In phase of feature mapping in feature space of PSO 

network create a fixed cluster according to threshold of 

details of image part. 

Step7. Here show steps of processing of PSO algorithm 

1) Initialize each pixel as particle 

2) Choose a random vector from to the PSO. 

3) Measure the velocity of difference in two particles. 

4) The particle of the neighborhood around the Gbest is 

calculated. The size of the neighborhood decreases with 

each iteration. 

5) Repeat from step 2 for enough iteration for convergence. 

1) Calculating the Pbest is done according to the Euclidean 

distance among the pixel. 

2) This gives a good measurement of how similar the two 

sets of data are to each other. 

Steps 8. After processing of PSO out data of image is also 

passes through  

Step 9. Finally gets enhanced image and measure value of 

PSNR. 

 

4.2 Proposed Model 

 
Figure 1: Proposed Model of our Algorithm 

 

5. Experimental Result Analysis 
 

To evaluate the performance of proposed method of image 

enhancement based on the optimization of global and local 

features using particle swarm optimization. we have use 

MATLAB software 7.8.0 with a variety of image dataset 

used for experimental task. 

 

 
Figure 2: implementation window represented that output 

window when click on PROPOSED-Method button in 

Optimization of Features for Image Enhancement using 

local and Global Features. 

 

Table 1: after the implementation, we get comparative result 

in load a 1.jpeg image using LGE-method and PROPOSED-

method in Optimization of Features for Image Enhancement 

using local and Global Features. 
Imported Image – 1 

Method BH CH 

LGE 31.8267 18.7238 

Proposed 13.3715 34.0655 

 

Table 2: after the implementation, we get comparative result 

in load a barbara.jpeg image using LGE-method and 

PROPOSED-method in Optimization of Features for Image 

Enhancement using local and Global Features. 
Imported Image - Barbara 

Method BH CH 

LGE 24.405 14.3575 

Proposed 10.2534 26.1217 

 

 
Figure 3: Given graph represented that comparative result 

(BH and CH) with load a 1.jpeg image using LGE-method 

and PROPOSED-method in Optimization of Features for 

Image Enhancement using local and Global Features. 
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Figure 4: Given graph represented that comparative result 

(BH and CH) with load a barbara.jpeg image using LGE-

method and PROPOSED-method in Optimization of 

Features for Image Enhancement using local and Global 

Features. 

 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 
 

In this paper, an image enhancement technique using LGE 

and POS method based on channel filtration technique for 

image enhancement. PSO were used to find correlation 

between damage pixel and original channel coefficients. 

Experimental results showed capability of proposed method 

to remove damage pixel in terms of BH and CH. In this 

paper, we proposed a hybrid method for image enhancement 

for normal image. Our experimental result shows that better 

result in compression of old and traditional method of image 

enhancement. But the computational time of process is 

increase. In future, we used optimizations method for the 

reduction of time and improvement of quality of image. 
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